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Abstract: This paper presents a proposed grid table for the Indus symbols. There is a table of 
Sumerian and  Indus area languages, Karen with the Indus symbols. 
 

Introduction 

 
 Migratory words travel  together with the technology, culture and beliefs people carries 
culture. Sumer and Indus had trade relations. This is how words are preserved in Malva and 



Nimad and the business and craft communities. I compared Sumerian with Karen and Indus 
languages.    
 Sumerina and Karen : Common features: Monosyllabic, couplets, reduplications, 
numerical classifiers, numbers. 
 
 
 In the cuneiform homonyms are written with a change of direction. It is possible to do 
same thing with various Indus signs. 
GE = stylus cuneus; (piece of) writing, copy, exemplar, written; blow; wound [All called 'ge' but 
then 12100 reed (stylus) is also 'ge'] 

1230B ge14 

12038 ge15 

12079 ge3 

1203A ge22 

12039 ge23 

Indus signs: ex. 

  
 
the Gunu:  
gùnu, gùn 
n., dot, spot (circle + discrete point; cf., ugun) [GUN3 archaic frequency: 23; concatenation of 2 
sign variants]. 
v., to decorate with colors, lines, spots; to sparkle; to put on antimony paste makeup. 
adj., dappled; striped; speckled, spotted; spangled; variegated, multicolored; embellished, 
decorated; brilliant.  
gun : gauNa 

 

12108 GIR2, giš, gír [198x] = knife, dagger, razor, sword | ul4.gal = sword 

12109 ~ gunu | ul4 [39x] = to hasten, (be) quick; (to be) early | ul4 [12x] = terror | 
át=GÍRgunû [syll.] 
 
knife : the gir sign with gunu=terror  
 conclusion: the quality- gun of the knife is to cut, to terrorise, anger etc, so gun sign 
represent the inherent quality of the sign.  



 While Gunu means the inherent quality of the thing like stone is heavy so showing 
heaviness. the sun and moon are bright white yellow so showing brightness and whiteness and 
yellowness. In the Indus script same concept applies. 
If Homonyms are written with a gunu signs? 

  

 
 
Reduplication to describe univarsality and plural:  

  
sp skh, bl ka pasun v r (united) 

12108 GIR2, giš, gír [198x] = knife, dagger, razor, sword | ul4.gal = sword 

12109 ~ gunu | ul4 [39x] = to hasten, (be) quick; (to be) early | ul4 [12x] = terror | 
át=GÍRgunû [syll.] 

knife : the gir sign with gunu=terror   

 conclusion: the quality- gun of the knife is to cut, to terrorise, anger etc, so gun sign 
represent the inherent quality of the sign.  

 Signs used as a determinative: These signs could appear either before or after a name. 
These signs are also used other than determinative, as phonogram or as logogram. After finding 
several similarities of the words and the nature of scripts, made a grid table.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Table :  Sumerian and  Indus area languages, Karen with the Indus Script. 
Sumerian, Malvi,Nimadi, Hindi 
etc Indus area 

 Indus Script 
with possible 
phonotics 

Karen 

 
ga sign 
 

 
 

gú 
neck; nape; river bank; side; 
other side; edge; front; land; 
pulse, chick pea (for 'land, 
district' cf., gún; for 'load; talent' 
cf., gun; gún, gú) (circular + u5, 
'on top of'; cf., Orel & Stolbova 
#982, *gun- "occiput, neck, 
nape") [GU2 archaic frequency: 
34]. 
*griva, gardan: neck 
gù 
n., noise, sound; voice. 
v., to exclaim; to utter a cry (said 
of an animal) (throat + u(3,4,8), 
'cries, screams').  
*gun gun 
gùr, ga6 
to bear, carry; to be full, loaded, 
laden (Umma reading for íla sign, 
cf., mir) (circular container + er, 
'to bring'; cf., gur, kùr, 'basket').  
gal, ĝal 
n., a large cup; chief; eldest son. 
adj., big, large; mighty; great 
(chamber + abundant, numerous) 
[GAL archaic frequency: 1004; 
concatenation of 2 sign variants]. 
ĝá 
basket; house; stable (cf., ĝar) 
[GA2 archaic frequency: 125; 
concatenation of 5 sign variants]. 
 
 

 
note: measure 
words for g,p,s 
might be 
combination of 
symbolsj and 
ideograms. 
like gs, sg, pl, 
gr, sr, pr, gth, 
gt, sgh, pgh, 
pt, gt, st,etc. 
 
 

 sf:232 
gu or go 
note:1. Neck; 
2. adv. neck-
like, i.e., small, 
 

sf:88 
g+somethimg? 
note: . Bent, 
curved, 
inflected; 
 

sf:53 
sg, gg,  
 
 

sf:9 
sg(leaf or 
tooth) sagwan 
tree? 
 

sf:35 

G:  

 

A formative, prefixed to verbal roots, as, 
gs, gth, ght. The compound thus formed 
may be a verb, or a noun; u, is used 
interchangeably with s, th,ht,p<as gth 

thathi, 
ge: 1. Open, diverge, dilate; 
2. an instrument used for catching fish; 
3. carve, slice up; 
4. feel malevolence; 
5. one kind of ear ornament; 
1. break, bead; 
2. num. aff. distance of a tree's length; 
3. divine, presage; 
4. broken in mind; 
5. adv. descriptive of a cackling noise; 
6. aff. indicative of probability or 
permission 
1. Attach to; 
2. bind together; 
3. cling to; 
4. interweave; 
5. creep, over-run, as creeping plants; 
6. gripe, as the bowels; 
7. block up, obstruct; 
8. webbed; 
9. befall; 
10. design, have in mind; 
11. with neg. exceed; 
12. num. aff. the quantity grasped by one 
hand; 
13. a small copper coin, a pie; 
14. a family name for several kinds of fish; 
15. sulphur; 
16. aff. denoting connection; 
17. interpret, surmise. 
1. Scarce; 
2. bear a high price; 
3. trade; 



 
ĝu10 
my, mine.  
gi4, ge4 
to return, come back; to send 
(back) (with -ši-); to reject, 
dislike; to restore; to answer 
(person to whom answer is given 
resumed by dative prefix, and 
with -ni-) (circular motion + to 
go out, send) [GI4 archaic 
frequency: 37; concatenation of 3 
sign variants]. 
 
*gardan: neck 
gola: circle 
gav: village 
go: cow 
gah: to hold 
galla: silver, treasure 
gal: talk 
gali: bad talk 
gali: lane 
 

yg, gy or  
 

sf:11 
couplet? 
 

sf:61 
gu: 
g or l as leaf? 

 
 

 
g 
note: . break, 
as the rim of a 
pot; 

 
  

 
ge ga: 
note. row, with 
oars; 

 
 

 
 

 

4. throw over the shoulders, as a shawl, 
&c. 
1. a scarce article; 

 
2. an article of trade; 
3. scarcity. 

ga ht: trade, traffic:   sf:124 
 
gi: 1. Tie around, gird; 
2. a band, ligature; 
4. lopped, pendant; 
6. a cover, a projecting or shelving part 
10. row, with oars; 
g ga de: 1. Back a boat by reversing the 
oars; 
2. row back again; 
3. return, come back. 
g ge: 2. opposite, over against, as fruit 
growing on opposite sides of the stalk; 
 
gu: 3. cover with a cap, hat, umbrella; 
4. a slave, a debtor or bond servant. 
3. convex, prominent; 
4. curved; 
5. adv. as imitative of certain sounds. 
gu gu la la: adv. fully, completely. 
gu gaw: full, complete. 
3. num. aff. denoting a number or party 
taken as a whole; 
7. favor, profit, advantage; 
1. Chop, fell as trees; 
2. num. aff. a division, part, section, half; 
3. adv. used to describe certain sounds. 
2. an article of trade. 
a gu o. have discernment, discrimination 
g: 1. Bent, crooked; 
2. a bend, crook; 
1. Return, revert, recur; 

ge, gai 
1. Shine; 2. blaze. 

go: 
the word in the following significations 
1. A clan, the people or subjects belonging 
to a chief; 



 
 

 
gu:cover with 
hat, cap 
a slave, a 
debtor or bond 
servant 

 
gah ? 
2. slice up or 
divide into; 

 

 
gu (ganth, 
guthana) 

2. a body of reserve troops; 
3. the eldest brother or sister in a family; 
4. an affectionate appellation given by the 
elder brothers and sisters to the younger 
ones; 
9. substantial earthen ware; 
10. short thick vessels as certain jugs, &c. 
11. the combining or adding of numbers; 
12. the assembling together of persons or 
things; 
16. adv. descriptive of certain sounds; 
17. the name of a person noted in Kar. fab; 
18. a nucleus, a beginning. 
1. Neck; 
2. adv. neck-like, i.e., small, 
inconsiderable; 
2. call, summon, invite; 
3. name; 
4. complain of any pain or particular 
symptom when indisposed; 
5. an island; 
6. every; 
7. all without exception; 
8. be of an even number; 
2. a country, province; 
3. appropriate a female to one's self for a 
wife; 
gaw g: a council. 
1. Restrain, check; 
2. uplifted; 
3. be upheld, as a ponderous body on a 
slender column; 
11. pawn, mortgage; 
 

 

122F0 TAB, MIN [0x!] = 2 ["2" / 
two numeric] | TAB [740x] = to double; 
to repeat; companion, partner, friend | 

cf. more used 1222B [959x] | True 

Etym.: tab (key); tabulate 

 

 

 

 

 
ki: 
broken two 
bars: ko: head 
m k: I said 

 
foot: kaw 
du: animal 

K: 
 
ki: 1. Two; 
2. bottom; 
3. the posteriors; 
4. the top, a sprout; 
5. the extremity; 
6. end opposite the point; 
9. after, afterwards; past time; 
10. behind; 
11. remnants; 
12. the heel, the elbow; 



121A0 KI (gi5) [32379xxx!] = 
cosmic (under)world (cf ABZU) earth, 
land, place, ground, toward, country, 
lower, down below | determinative &ki; 
after place names | 
 
 
 

122F0 MIN “2″ (TAB) 
 
 
kisti: boat(urdu) 
kah (to say) 
klah(fight) 
ka: name of a Brahma 
ka: soul(egypt) 
kavad (foot root: ka) 
 
kala, ansha (a part from whole) 
kasu: the silver chin 
kansa (lead) 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
sf:59 
human feet: 
kaw: 
 

35 
ko: land 
time 
distance 
 

 
ko na 
gh ko 

13. the head of a stream; 
m k a l: on what acount? 
kala: soul 
ke: 1. Step or pass over; 
2. with the term for feet prefixed, die; 
ku: 1. Elated, buoyant, rejoiced; 
2. diligent, active, stirring. 
ku du: undisturbed tranquility 
ku: kh: borders of a field 
ku la: become cool, cool down 
ku: 1. Raise somewhat by putting a 
supporter underneath; 
2. bold, courageous, confident; 
3. a city; 
4. with an affix, secretly; 
ht ku: place something underneath a thing 
to raise it 
2. a ball (kanduk: Sanskrit) 
ke gav: hereafter (various adv of time) 
ke m: tin ore 
ke le: introgative 
ko hsgho:  temple 
ko htaw: 1. Applied to a field, denotes that 
part which is last cleared; 
2. increase, interest. 
8. aff. in a figurative, ambiguous manner; 
9. adv. from side to side; 
10. raise, as troops; 

1. Foot, leg, of any kind; 
2. base, foundation; 
3. commencement, beginning; in presence 
of, under the auspices of; 
4. applied to time, instance, period, crisis; 
5. adv. once, when, &c.; 
kav lav: travelling without a load, 
unburdened, a track 
kl ki: the back, behind one 

nayan: eye 
particle:anu ANau 

grain: ann 
ny: consist of  

ny 
 

ny: fish, to see, 
meny: fresh water fish, fisher man 
nyu: particle 

Internal, occult, as opposed to ko external 
and visible. 
Close relation to ,y tear, rend, it is found 
only in combination with other roots, as 
. The texture, tissue or substance of a thing, 



the material of which it consists, as 
of paper 
nyo: Throw, toss, employing both hands in 
the act; 
2. cast away, reject, abandon; 
3. process of coloring black of a certain 
kind; 
Stretch out, extend, as the arms, legs, &c.; 
2. point at; 
3. stick out, as the lips; 

1. Having a pommel at the end; 
2. elevated in a curve; 
3. adv. in a bounding manner, curve in 
bounding; 
4. a cluster; 
5. num. aff. applied to clusters; 
6. strike with the under part of the fist; 
1. Split, sever; 
2. slice up or divide into; 
3. a small rod, stick; 
4. a shred or fragment, as of a pot; 
5. a narrow channel between rocks; 
6. debilitated; 
7. unhealthiness; 
8. adv. qualifying and imitating certain 
sounds; 
9. work, business. 
 
 

Diamond:  
token money, gho, ghaw, sghaw, 
sahyog, hundi, handi,rakha, 
agrim, 
rehan, pagdi, agadi, takun, token, 
lo gah lo gah: liquidate, 

cancel as a debt 
*gumana, gurnan, chanana: sift 
 
saĝ...ha-za 
to attach securely ('head' + 'to 
hold, grasp, retain').  
 
sandasi, snghasi, pakad, jakad 
 
 

 

 
 
 

sf:92 
ghu: 
 

 

Gh: 
. Cross to the opposite side; 
2. pass from end to end; 
3. cross out of one year into another; 
4. approximate, assimilate, resemble; 
5. pass from one to another; 
6. fig. surmount, overcome difficulties; 
 
1. Person; 
2. num. affx. applied to persons; 
3. another, a different person, animal, or 
thing. 
ghi: 1. Origin, source; 
2. root; 
3. strength; 
4. adv. confusion, perplexity, hither and 
thither; 



5. count, number, a number; 
1. Triturate, levigate; 
2. compress by wriggling and shoving; 
3. penetrating, pungent; 
6. reduced, compressed; 
7. pressed, straitened in circumstances; 
8. press into or by wriggling; 
2. applied to conduct uniform, steadfast; 
3. serious, sober, dejected; 
1. Enclose, surround; 
2. a yard, small enclosure; 
3. applied to the sun and moon, a halo or 
corona; 
4. plant or sow in a little patch with a view 
of transplanting; 
 

ghu: 
1. Use force, take by violence or extortion, 
do with effort, defend, protect; 
1. Cleaning grain by shaking it round in a 
fan; 
2. separate by sifting; 
3. a sieve or riddle; 
4. shaking with a shifting motion; 
5. cull, pick up; 
6. combined with words denoting increase 
and collection; 
7. recoil; 
1. A range, line, row; 
2. cause, reason, occasion; 
3. series of facts and events; 
4. dispute; 
5. name for the ratan plant; 
6. strength; 
7. num. aff. applied to ranges, rows, causes, 
&c.; 
1. Fit, proper, just, consistent, good, 
becoming, handsome; 
2. something fit, useful, good, &c. 
3. and fit, suitable, ought, obligation; 
4. with the negative denotes prohibition, or 
expostulation; 
5. reduplicated may be rendered by the 
term either, or whether. 
ghe: 
1. Gash, slit, slice off; 



2. having a form as if a segment had been 
cut off; 
3. a slit, cleft, cleavage; 
4. affixed to nouns to denote a cleaving 
instrument or agent. 
1. Stir, move about; 
2. readily moved, light, unsubstantial; 
3. applied to the mind, ardent, excitable, 
excited; 
4. co. of the term for sleep; 
5. adv. in a changing manner. 
 
gho: 9. fig. inform, apprise, tell; 
10. fig. of no use, to no purpose; 
11. retch; 
1. Elongated, oblong, ovate, or elliptical; 
2. applied to time, awhile hence, not used 
alone; 
3. applied to persons, that which extends 
one's sphere of action, influence, &c. i.e. a 
companion, associate, not used alone. 
 

ghaw: 
1. A multitude, collective body; 
2. co. to words denoting many, adding, and 
increase; 
3. question; 
4. in behalf of, one's advantage; 
5. on account of, in consequence of; 
because; 
6. adv. jumbled, shifting in many 
directions. 
1. Red, reddish; 
2. spoiled, destroyed; 
3. features, form; 
4. moral features, character; 
5. size, presence, space occupied; 
6. gripe, grasp, confine; 
 
 

 
 
na4-šag4-túg 
stone weight for cloak ('pebble, 
weight' + 'inside' + 'cloth 

 
ko no 
nu 
na as an suffix 

N:  
1. n:  Pronoun, second person, Nom. or 
Poss. Mas. or Fem. singular number; 
2. Formative particle,  
ne: A generic term for witches, or things 



garment').  
an-ta-sur-ra 
a stone ('heaven' + 'from' + 
'boundary marker' + nominative).  
za(2) 
precious stone, gemstone; bead; 
hailstone; pit; kernel [ZA archaic 
frequency: 9]. 
na4nír[ZA.GÍN] 
a precious stone with black and 
white flecks.  
na4, na 
pebble, rock, ordinary stone; 
stone weight; token; hailstone.  
naĝar 
adze, wood-chisel; carpenter; 
craftsman (na4, 'stone', + ĝír, 
'knife') [NAGAR archaic 
frequency: 168; concatenation of 
2 sign variants]. 
 

 
munus[SAL], nunus[Emesal] 
female; woman (this 
pronunciation found in absolute 
inflection, cf., mí) (mí, 'woman', 
+ nuz/nus, 'egg') (cf., mí/mu10, 
nunuz, and etymology of nitah).  
naw: women: karen 
Tantra: traingle: female force 
Circle: male: go, saw  

 
en 
n., dignitary; lord; high priest; 
ancestor (statue); diviner [EN 
archaic frequency: 1232; 

for verb ? 
 

 
 

 
 
na: woman? 
 

 
ko: head? 
n gh; pngh 
phgh  
A preson 
 
 
 
 
 
 
sunu?  sharp, 
good ,  
pha naw hto: 
divide into 
equal parts 

having certain occult, mysterious or 
unaccountable power generally bad, to act 
on other things;  
ni: night, darkness; co. of the term for 
field; 
a desolate, uninhabitated wilderness; 
divide into stripes or parts, by painting a 
part one color and a part another color. 
** n: 1. A horn, antler, also certain things 
resembling horns; overcome, overpower, 
be able;  
nu 1. Measure, compare with; a measure; 
pattern, custom, rule to be followed; 
sometimes used for the breast, or giving 
suck; 

A palace; 
1. Another spelling for get, obtain, used as 
an affix to other verbs,  
 (hto?) no : projecting, pointed, 1. A bill,  
continue; applied to stipes, the fleshy 
internal part; affix, really, truly, actually; 
real, true, genuine; co. of the term for a 
long time; affix, superior; genuine, 
essential, most useful or important part of a 
thing; a fetus; (Maul.) used to denote the 
comparative degree; 
A generic name for grass and weeds;  
as between two fields;  
1. **Divide, apportion, distribute; a part, a 
portion, some, somewhat, some degree, 
partly; naw do, naw pha (nafa: gain) 
divide, make a boundary between, draw a 
dividing line, distinguish things, 
distinguish the bearings and relations of 
things. of equal parts, divide equally 
navi: A fringe; seven;  
 
ni: Infold, inwrap, 1. Petticoat; a year, 
because it embraces the seasons; affix, in a 
reflexed, recurvated manner; co. to the 
term for corner or elbow; 
 
 
 



concatenates 3 sign variants]. 
v., to rule. 
adj., noble.  
 
 
 
saĝtag, santak(2,3,4) 
triangle; (written) wedge; single 
(saĝ, 'head', + tag, 'to hold').  
 
 
baID,a baID,a ]zanaa 
ijammaodarI 
 
kù-ĝál 
inspector ('silver' + 'to have').  
 
 
 
 
 
kona  
na ki: certain (naki: pakka) 
pointed : nukila 
nose: 
rù 
to be equal in size or rank.  

namešda [ŠITA.ĜIŠ.NÁM] 

ur-saĝ 

hero, warrior ('young man' + 
'first, in front').  

ur : n., dog; carnivorous beast; 
servant; young man, warrior; 
enemy (cf., téš) [UR archaic 
frequency: 114; concatenation of 
3 sign variants]. 
v., to tremble. 
adj., humble.  

top warrior, king (lit., 'the power 
of the mace').  

 
r, ru 
(Devnagari ‘r’ 
progression) 
y? sail? 
yu kha(hand 
down) 
  
du 

 
r or tha 

 
ro? 
 

R 
 
ru: Mane, fin; praise, laud 
An ancient term for kingdom, province 
The implements of a blacksmith, taken 
together 
Pull down, destroy, as an old building; 
Break out anew, as an old sore; 
Associate with other roots, a writer; a 
saurian reptile, do. large species; sound as 
of a scream from fright; noise made by 
small children at play. 
Eloquent, fluent in speech; 
ro: Assemble together 
Mix, unite several substances together 
Steer a boat; 
 
Applied to very large animals, fearful, 
awe-inspiring; co. of the term for save, 
extricate; 
2. with other roots, revile, abuse; neg. not 



gúdibir: war (gud(2), 'warrior', + 
bir, 'to wreck, murder').  

 
 
 
rudra, rakh: raksh:(a guard), 
warrior 
parshu, pharsa 

 
 
durga, durghash,  
 
*ukha, yup, 

yukha: reach 
an article to 
another 
yutha: reach or 
hand up a 
thing to 
another (rkha, 
rukka) 

saved, not delivered; salvation, came down 
to save; dull, heavy, guttural sounds; 
kingdom. 
 

1227D  PAP, KUR2 [607x] = unit 
of capacity based on a vessel size; PAP 
= [86x] relation; first and foremost, pre-
eminent; father; male, virile; brother | 
PAB = protect | PA5 = canal | cpd 

DIM [13x] = to check; to 
approach 
*paw, pona,pawwa 
patta: lease 
potala, potali 
 
punt: Egypt. 
barag, bára, bár, bara5,6 
throne dais; king, ruler; cult 
platform; stand, support; crate, 
box; sack; chamber, dwelling 
(container plus ra(g), 'to pack') [? 
BARA2 archaic frequency: 69; 
concatenates 2 sign variants; ? 
ZATU-764 archaic frequency 
21]. 
pà-da 
an occupation ('to find; to 
declare' + nominative).  
pab, pap, pa4 
father; brother; man; leader [PAP 
archaic frequency: 501; 
concatenation of 2 sign variants]. 

 
sf: 170 
p 
 
 

 
 
man signs 

 
 
 

 all 
variations 
 

 

P: 
 
1. First personal pronoun, plural number, 
nom. and poss. cases, we, our; in this last 
case, it often denotes, pertaining to us as 
the human eye, the human hand, &c.; 
2. a formative particle, see Gram. sec. 276. 
3. Often used as a mere contraction. 
pa su: the human hand or arm, be 
energetic, do with dispatch; with other 
roots, adv. with energy, haste; 

p ny: high land 
p d: load, as an animal of burden, cart, 
boat, &c. 
p: do:. a ruler, magistrate, chief, governor; 
co. of the term for shun, avoid; affix. in a 
loose, bulky bundle, or manner; 
** sign nu.136,136** p ni: buffalow, trader  
pl:sign211: remit, an arrow; dismiss, let 
go, remit, forgive; announce, promulge, as 
an order or 

p: **the general signification of this root 
is to put, place, assume, as a data, adjust, 
dispose of, assign; 
copulate applied to animals; applied to the 
mind, resolve, determine, dispose the 
mind; prefer as a charge, lay to one's 



pà 
pàd, pà 
to show, reveal; to choose, call; 
to seek; to find; to declare; to 
swear, take an oath; to choose out 
of (with ablative prefix) (pà-dè in 
sing. marû; pà-pà-dè in plural 
marû) (sprout, branch + to go 
out; cp., pa...éd, 'to show; to 
make appear'; cf., ér...pàd) [PA3 
archaic frequency: 30]. 

1227A PA | ugula = [9794x] 

foreman, overseer | bá [293x]= 
wing; branch, frond | gidru / gidri 
= [129x] sceptre | sìg = to beat | 
garza = office | SIG hit e.g. cpd 
SIG-UZU ~ TUD beat whip 
 

  
 

 Reed mat or stool, /p/ ~ 
/pʰ/ 

 
 

p th: road? 
pu: middle of 
the road? 
 pu: meet, 
collide 
 

 
pe, hto, htu 

charge; leave out, except; adjust one's 
person, order one's behavior in any 
particular manner; take as a rule to go by; 
assume appearance or character, pretend, 
seem to be this or that; applied to time, 
postpone, procrastinate; offer an offering; 
applied to the mind, be prejudiced, set 
against, have an aversion to; 
2. affix, beforehand, preparatively, for a 
time, awhile; leaving the thing behind; laid 
by, laid aside, laid up, as by indisposition; 
laid up, as for future use; with other roots, 
predetermination, having the mind made 
up; 
3. attach one's self to as a disciple; give 
one's word, promise; foretell, forewarn; 
step beyond, transgress; put on the top or 
head; jump or skip over or beyond; 
displaced, turned up as the fibre of cloth, 
&c.; give an order for future observance; 
lay aside for some future use; the whole 
face of the earth. 
1. Bail as a boat; 
2. prefix, much the same in sense as 
regard, consider in the way indicated by 
the term follow; 
3. with other roots, regard as valuable, with 
respect, consider as a favor, be thankful, 
treat with consideration, as worthy of 
respect; a pot of water, placed at the head 
of a grave with a fence of short stakes 
around it; a post set up as a guide; turn up, 
as the bottom of a garment; short and 
thick, do.; attach one's self to one as a 
disciple or follower; a species of paddy; 
thing to be avoided, used with care, or, 
treated with great respect; take heed to 
one's self; short, low, chubbed, basket-like; 
butter; a small basket used to bail boats 
with. 
reign, own, possess, hold by authority or 
right, govern. 1. Brace, prop; a brace, a 
prop; reach to, arrive at; co. of the term for 
shape, features; come quite through, as a 
hole; applied to different acts, nerve one's 
self, exert force in the act; stiffen, make 



rigid, tense; 
1. Even, level surface; square, and even at 
the end; watch, guard, for the purpose of 
safety; a large jungle tree, leaves broad, 
timber used sometimes for canoes; prefix, 
compress, as in order to express the juice 
of a thing; prefix, leveled as trees broken 
down, but not off; applied to dyeing 
thread, go through a process of infusing, 
squeezing, &c. in order to saturate the 
thread with the coloring matter, applied 
only to coloring with indigo; a weight of 
half a tickal, a coin of half a rupee; 
happily, comfortably, the allusion is to 
dwelling in a level, feasible region; 
Increase, enlarge as a sloughing sore; 
middle, as of a road; affix, swelled, 
increased, as grain from moisture, and as 
news in passing from one to another; 
1. Rub, grind, file, saw; adv. with care, 
caution, and precision; adv. effectually; co. 

to the word for basket; 
pu 1. To pass by, go beyond, be liberated 
from, escape; a place within any given 
limits; in this signification used as an affix, 

to signify in, within; see Gram. sec. 45, 
281; affix, merely, as the moon just seen 
above the horizon; with a co. a man or 
woman kept secretly, without marriage; a 
hole, cavity; affix, used to qualify words of 
falling, in the signification of on: the spot, 
within, as within the hand; num. affix, 

applied to places; with a co. a container, as 
a dish, basket, box, &c.; with the feminine 
prefix before it, was anciently used to 
signify wife; 
2. with other roots, used anciently, for 
paint or stripe with colors; only, nothing 
but a wound, open sore; the mouth or 
throat, the anus; fall on the spot; 
throughout, one neighborhood, in every 
place; place or time; lap over as the edges 
of things; hearth, fire-place; die suddenly; 
pe: 
1. To chop, as limbs or small trees, cut 
with a chopping motion; be oblique, 



askew; prefix, indicates short, chopping 
motion, applied to walking, &c.; strike as 
with the edge of the hand, cut slash, as 
with a sword; 
2. with other roots, throw as a stone so as 
to make it skip on the top of the water; to 
perform the labors of husbandry; pass and 
repass as persons do each other in 
travelling; the wooden knife used to strike 
up the woof in native weaving; 
3. Deriv. meet each other as persons in 
travelling; 
4. Reduplicated, adv. indicates tumultuous 
collision, applied to fighting, disputing, 
&c. 
**to give the price of a thing in advance, 
 
words with: p g, p ht, p s, p r, p l 
 

 

 
ph or phal 
 

 
 

 

Pha 
pha hta: quicksilver as pd (parad or 

para) 
1. Crack, burst as grain in parching; to 
blossom, as a flower; fig. applied to the 
stars when they come out in great 
numbers; sparkle; 
2. with other roots, split, cut in halves; 
flowers; 'goat antelope;' co. to the term for 
a grass or weed, flower, bud, open, expand, 
as flowers; parched rice; co. to the term for 
procreate; fermented rice; applied to 
infants and young animals, begin to 
distinguish objects; prevent, break off, as a 
courtship, or marriage, which is considered 
unlawful; divide into straight portions; 
people, separated for a season; pull apart, 
separate by force, as two persons fighting; 
wise, discerning, set a time; open, as a 
book, split; 
*pha phaw: half, midway 
1. Put on a turban 
with other roots, space between two roads, 
or distance between two branches of a road 
phu: 1. Chaff, husks 
phe gha: red beads 
phe: 1. Cut, as a field; as, according to, 



there, in that place; with the interog. affix, 

when, or where; 
phaw: a granary; a flower; to cook; 
pha ve(gh): Diverge, spread open, split 
open or apart, as a bamboo; name of a tree; 

pha gho: 1. Shove, push, thrust, 
horizontally; 

tear, rend; book-muslin; 
pha l: 
1. Chop, as wood; bite, sting, strike the 
fangs into, as a snake; small earthen pot; 
plant, as seeds; 
1. To be round; the whole of any thing; 
num. affix to things round, with the word 
for wood prefixed, the whole log. 
 
 

barag, bára, bár, bara5,6 
throne dais; king, ruler; cult 
platform; stand, support; crate, 
box; sack; chamber, dwelling 
(container plus ra(g), 'to pack') [? 
BARA2 archaic frequency: 69; 
concatenates 2 sign variants; ? 
ZATU-764 archaic frequency 
21]. 
bàd 
n., (city) wall [? EZEN archaic 
frequency: 114; concatenation of 
3 sign variants]. 
v., to climb, ascend.  
 
*bora jute bag 
fence: bad, bagd, 
 

 

 
bu  grain 
 phu: bead 
both were used 
for wages 
 

 
 
two signs? 
d+d =s d= das 
? 

 
 
 
ba, baw, bo 
wi: city, 
mo: high, 
somo: hign 
seat 

B: 
 
1. Hit in shooting, hit, in general; be 
suitable, proper; co. to the word for ability; 
in thrusting, hit, skillful, ingenious; with 
the neg. not hit, do. there is none; 
 
1. The rice plant; 
1. Num. affix, to things flat, any thing 

broad and flat; co. to the term for skin, 

bark, rind, &c.; shell, as of the turtle; 
1. The cotton plant; relish, as food; 
2. with other roots, rude, disrespectful, in 
manners i.e. pass a person without due 
attention to one's attitude and clothes; 
weed cotton; a species of 
bo: 1. Num. affix. to trees, grass, bamboos, 
reptiles &c. 
see Gram. break by striking; co. to the term 
for roots; 
baw: 1. Yellowish in color, brilliant 
yellow; a spear; 
2. with other roots, adv, now and then; 

*with gunu sign* ba ghe: 1. Liberate, 
extricate, free from, to blossom; tame, 
domesticate; 
1. Profit, advantage; 
Straight, not crooked; immerse 
ble: 1. Pulverize, reduce to powder, pulp, 



 
 

by pounding, chopping, chewing, &c.; 
commit to memory; be full, satisfied, have 
enough; 
words: bl, bgh 

me, mì, ĝe 
n., function, office, 
responsibility; ideal norm; the 
phenomenal area of a deity's 
power; divine decree, oracle; cult 
[ME archaic frequency: 363; 
concatenates 2 sign variants]. 
v., to be; the Sumerian copula; to 
say, tell. 
poss. suffix, our.  
maš, máš 
interest (of a loan); rent; profit; 
produce, yield (of a field) (ma4, 
'to leave, depart, go out', + šè, 
'portion') [MAŠ archaic 
frequency: 133]. 
ahm, me: I 
mas, mahina : month 
mul: origin, maal: goods 
a mun( the sun) Egypt. 
ahm: I 
maya m y: fire, the god of death 
yama=maya 
 
 

 
m mu:the 
sun,face 
mal:goods 
baw: yellow  
six division: 
the gun of the 
circle: kh: light 
six, sun 
e m: how 
many? 
 
 

 
me: tooth 

 
m: great 
du: bold  

 
me: eye 
gv: see 

 

M: 
1. A prefix; 
1. Brace one's self, as to prevent falling; 
observe, take particular notice of; enter 
names in a register; because, on account 
of; intense, see Gram.; 
1. Wild, a name; 
1. To send, order, direct; a species of trap 
blades struck in the ground; 
mu: 1. The sun;  
possess power, wisdom, consequence, &c; 
the main road; of the toes, time about; 
show the road to the dead; marry 
unlawfully, i.e. a near blood relation. 
1. Pleasant, agreeable; 
1. A female of the human species; 
1. Be alive, live; sky, firmament; 
1. True; is; if; used in asking questions, as 
how is it? other uses, see Grammar; 
1. Fire 
me: 1. A tooth, tusk; 
1. A tail, of animals, of birds 
1. The eye; 
mo: 1. A cigar; crown of a hat; prophet; 
maw: 1. A hot spring, or a place where 
wild animals assemble; a bamboo cup from 
which spirit is poured in making offerings; 
1. The hammer of a musket; a well-sweep; 
*words for direction, time, month, “ma, 
mu,” 
mal: glitter etc.  

ya ya ti : a king 
undra: rat 
yug: time period 
 
b yaw: marriage(mix) join 

 

 

Y 
y g s: first personal pronoun. 
1. Pronoun, me; 
y th: my property 
y ve: pos. pron. mine. 
ye: 1. Roll up a cud of betel; 

1. A sail stop; cease, 
be indented, concave (devnagri Y) 
Yu: 1. A rat; 



 

y g s 
 

2. with other roots, give a name, very 
bitter, very dark, very cool; a species of 
tiger or lion, large inner muscles of the calf 
of the leg; much soiled; the Pole star; a 
species of erysipelas; species of deer; act 
proudly, haughtily; species of bat, a 
species of the ginger family, said of long, 
pendant, beautiful yellow flowers; King of 
Hades; be lonely; send by the hand of 
another. 
1. Point, show with the finger; the period 
of a man's life; lay aside, put away; 

ye: beaming light, rays of light; five. 
yo: 1. Carry with a neck-yoke, or with a 
stick across the shoulders; pray for the 
success of an incantation; 

yaw: 1. Mix, mingle, as different 
ingredients; co. to the term for meaning, 
interpretation; 
 
 

ve: an address to a husband 

 
v su? 
 

 

 

V 
Paddle, as a boat; slap, strike with the palm 
of the hand so as to throw down; push 
aside or away with the hand; 
 
Wind around, as a cord in tying a bundle; 
the plat of ground around a house; 
va g r: a fenced enclosure. 
Encompass, surround, as beseigers a city, 
encircle with a ring, band, &c 

122EB TA (dá) [85x] = what? | 
as much as (math./ quantity), from 
[preposition] 
 

 

te, de4, ti 
v., to approach, meet (someone: 
dative); to attack, assault; to be 
frightened (alternating class, 
hamtu stem; cf., te-ĝe26). 
 

12072 DI (de, did) [452x] = right, 

 
 

 
d: *hand sign 
with extra 
daw: wages: to 
give 
(vasul, va sula 

D 
 
d: 1. inclose, confine to a space to prevent 
escape, besiege, beleaguer, blockade, 
inclose by putting on a bottom, as of a box; 
used as a particle, in a degree,. it is 
combined with other roots to indicate the 
ideas of even, self, per se, own, &c. see 
Gram. sec. 252; 
di: 1. Be dissipated, borne away, as by the 
wind, flying, as sparks of fire;  
. 1. A wing, feather; the side fins of fish; 2.  



justice, law, lawsuit, trial; legal decision 

| cpd di-kud = judge, 
judgement; lawsuit [ ~ + 122FB decide] 
| sa2 (sá) [452x] = to equal, compare, 
compete, be equal to, rival; [91x] to tie 
(shoes); [46x] advice, counsel; 
resolution, intelligence | salim, silim 
[228x] = well-being; healthy, 
prosperity; completeness, favourable | 
syll.: ti4 

1212D HI [2735x] 

[pron.throaty h] I ( a4), TÍ (dí), I (

) = mix | dug3(du10) [1587x] = (to be) 
good, good thing, goodness, sweet | 

dub3 [55x] = knee | cf. hul, 
hulu [13901x; uQQ] = bad 
 

121A0 KI (gi5) [32379xxx!] = 
cosmic (under)world (cf ABZU) earth, 
land, place, ground, toward, country, 
lower, down below | determinative &ki; 
after place names | 
dd 

unug(2), unu(2) 

dwelling; fortress; jewelry, 

adornment; cheek; the city of 

Uruk (ùĝa/un, 'people', + ig, 

'door') [UNUG archaic 

frequency: 206; concatenates 3 

sign variants]. 

é-gal 
palace ('house' + 'large').  
 

ur5-tuku 
debtor; creditor ('debt; loan' + 'to 

have').  
 

duh, du8 
n., residue, by-product; bran 

(motion + plant, grass + 

numerous times) [DU8 archaic 

frequency: 29; concatenates 3 

sign variants]. 

v., to crack, loosen, open; to 

untie; to adorn, clothe 

(reduplicated); to spread; to caulk 

na) 

sf:73 

 

d: womb 

vault, keep 

death:  

 

 

   sf:216 

d: domestic 

pn, gu? 

 

 
d: aa da: half 

aa da masa: 

weight 

unfinished 

ghe: cut, slice 

 

Di 
1. An egg: to lay eggs; 

** fish sign with inside a dot? di kave: 

testicles which have their position within 

the abdomen, as those of the cock, turtle, 

&c. 

to screen, house, shut in, protect, defend by 

inclosure; a place for purposes of do. 

1. conceive, be pregnant; a drum and 

similar instruments which are hollow; put 

into, as into a basket, box, or bottle, &c.; 

the body of a thing, its main or principal 

part; the internal cavity of the ear; a 

hamlet, village; maturate,  

a constellation called the seven stars; *the 

womb.(daun: the earth) 

&c.; particle, with, and, together with, by, 

by means of, Gram. 261.; a brick, or 

brickbat; seize, possess, come upon, as a 

familiar spirit upon a person; 

2.  

num. affix, applied to quadrupeds, things 

unknown,  

du**the hand sign(du to give):du 

1. Act as agent, influence, cause, be the 

means of, shut up, yard, confine as in a 

yard, coop, prison, &c.; attack, fight, 

encounter, as a foe; change; coagulate, as 

blood; have children fast, or at short 

intervals; 

du2:: 1 

5. 1. Bold, fearless, brave, dauntless, 

defying, fierce; speaking; oppose, forbid, 

something fierce, savage, as savage beasts; 

a long pole, bamboo, the whole pole; be 

obstinate, disobedient, self-willed; wall, 

rampart, as of a city, same as; 

this root, Cog. is found as an affix and co. 

1. Affix, fine, comminuted, thoroughly 

reduced to minute particles, exceedingly 

extended; rub and press with a 

reciprocating motion; to crush or reduce; 

diffusing, as oder; producing an agreeable 

effect, as a chaste, virtuous demeanor; 

**house sign (had: limit): 1. Divide into 



a boat (with pitch); to gouge 
(eyes); to bake bread/bricks; to 
prepare the threshing floor; to 
remit (a debt). 
adj., free.  
lá-ìa[NI] 
remainder of debt left over, 
difference, arrears ('to weigh; 
minus' + 'oil'; may be a 
connection to ia4, 'counter'; cf., 
lalla).  
tuku, tuk, dúk, tug, du12 , tu12  
n., creditor [KAB/TUKU archaic 
frequency: 105]. 
v., to have, own; to marry; to 
acquire; to receive, get (in marû 
reduplicated form); to have a 
claim against somebody (with -
da-); to sing, to play music (da, 
'with', + ku, 'to build; to lie 
down').  
da 
v., to hold; to be near; to protect. 
prep., comitative suffix, 'with'; 
copula, 'and' (mainly in Sargonic 
date texts).  
šu-du8-a (sagun) 
guarantee ('to hold' + 
nominative).  
 

The name for "Country 
of Ur" on a seal of King Ur-
Nammu. 
 

compartments, inclose; a wall or partition; 
a circle of relatives, family, tribe; num. 
affix, applied to tribes; beat or play on a 
dulcimer; 
 
**dadur: da1. A frog, other significations 
with some allusion to frogs; applied to 
debt, unpaid, implying that payment is 
shunned or avoided; put into, as into an 
aperture or vessel;  
 reduced, or demolished; diminutive, small 
of its kind; disconnectedly, by one's self, 
independently, compulsively; 
4. Deriv. interchangeably, mutually 
connected; with a co. slowly; small species 
of deer, the chevrotain; 
de: Nip off, pluck, as fruit, flowers, &c.;  
do: 1. Collide, knock, thump; bring 
together to compare, use a similitude; 2.  
**hand sign*: do: receive, bear, enjoy or 
endure; 
11. Large, great; relatives by marriage, 2. 
3. 5. Reduplicated, quite large, 
considerable degree; 
6. Cog. a bundle of a large, bulky kind. 
daw: this root indicates correlativeness, 
close relationship, 
the whole, throughout, every part or 
portion of the thing spoken of;  
1. Conjunction, a connective particle, with, 
together with; and, likewise, also, both, by, 
by means of; 
1. A silver plate or band anciently worn 
around the head as an ornament; cut 
crosswise; shallow; 4. co. prawns, short-
necked, or short-waisted, 
**dave: observe and count, reckon, 
calculate 
**(dekho and gino) da vi g naw: 
enumerate or reckon figures, do a sum.  
*hand sign with extra wedge: daw: to give 
(vasul, vasulana) 
a species of Ficus or banyan. 
**3. Deriv. form, buy or borrow, and keep 
from the owner for a long time. 
1. A generic name for insects of the 



grasshopper family; light, as a candle, 

cause to blaze, as fire, fire; 

 

 

 
ki: land, 
gána-íl 
taxable land or field ('land' + 'to 

carry').  
 
kid6, kad6,8 
to weave a mat (ground/floor plus 

motion).  

káb...dug4 

to measure or count commodities 

for accounting or taxation 

('string' ? + 'to do').  

ku5 

kud, kur5, ku5 

to cut off (with -ta-); to breach (a 

dike); to separate; to levy tax or 

tribute; to curse (regularly 

followed by rá; cf., gur5, kìr, and 

gur10) (base with motion away 

from).  

 
 

121A4 KID, lil2, ge2 (gé), ke4 = 
open field, steppe | gikid [509x] = (reed) 
mat | lil2 [92x] = wind; ghost; female 
demon, Lilitu / Lilith of "Bilgames 
(Gilgamesh) and the Netherworld" 
 
akha: compleate, whole, 

unbroken, all 

akha vs adha 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ĝešta, ĝeš2,3,4, ĝiš2,3 
sixty (ĝiš, 'tool', + tar, 'to cut; to 

 
kh, khu, khe 

khi 

s gh: 

hti 

s gh: numerical 

affix 

 
a small mat 

khet: field 

 

 
 

note: kho kho: 

game 

run and persue 

with eagerness, 

hard after. 

 

Kh: 
 
Callous, indurated; 

hardened, desiccated, concreted; 

mix, combine; 

scold, threaten with anger in a loud, shrill 

voice; 

block, or fasten up, close up; 

disunited, keeping off, or separate, 

mutually repelling each other. 

khu: Seek, in searching for a thing that is 

lost, searching for food; 

4. number six. 

khu hsi: sixty 

hsi khu: sixteen 

sa ghaw: seize, grasp, take up with the 

hand, talon or claw as the case may be, 

clutch 

s kh: friendship 

khi: comely, handsome, unexceptionable; 

clear, genuine; 

cheerful, blithe, buoyant, exhilerated; also 

scattering, incoherent, &c. 

Griped, pinched, crowded together, 

jumbled, redundant; 

double; 

twins, two or more children at a birth. 

measure the circumference of a body with 

a string, or the like; 

tie, bind down together. The ends of a 

band, twisted and secured; 

a fence made of poles tied together; 

a small mat, wove as def. 20, and used 

instead of a plate; 

2a kind of offering; 

ask for, entreat, supplicate, implore; 

 

kh: 1. Flee; 

2. run; 

3. move along with speed, running; 

4. decline, as the sun; 



determine' ?).  

 

sandasi, sakhath, 

 

khona, khojana 

5. a kind of basket; 

6. untie, liberate any thing tied, tangled, or 

bound; 

7. aff. loosened, untied, unbound. (kholna) 

1. Increase in extent, widen, spread, as a 

hole, and as things which extend or spread 

over a surface;(khichana) 

 

 

kho: Confine, press, as with the hand or a 

weight; 

block up, obstruct; 

a weight; 

a prison or place of confinement; 

Segments, parallel ridges; 

1. Even, square and smooth off the end of a 

thing; 

khaw: 2. measure with a measure of 

capacity; names of vessels used as 

measures,  assess, levy a tax;  

kho, khu, : eight, mat, coarse, rough, land 

assess, levy a tax 

number eight 

each other, as the fibres of a cord; 

3. stick-lac; 

4. fasten, seal with lac, wax, &c.; 

a khi a l: in the signification of firmness, 

decision, accuracy, and stability of 

character. 

 

12253 ~ x AN, ŠAM3 = buy, 

price ; 12254 ~ x ASH; 12255 

~ x ASH + ASH; 
 

genitival suffix: of' (cf. also, aka). 

122B9 SHAR2 / šar2 [245x] = 

3600; totality, world; (to be) 

numerous 

*sar: total, sum 

aka, ak, ag, a5 

to do, act; to place; to make into 

(something) (with -si-) [AK 

archaic frequency: 149; 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 sf:236 

 

se hsh su,hsu 

 

S: 
1. Pers. pron. I; 

2. preceding pos. adj. pron. my; 

3. formative prefix, often used 

interchangibly with g, th, ht if therefore a 

word beginning with this formative is 

not found, let the corresponding word be 

sought under ‘g, ht, th 
afx. real, true, genuine, original nature 

2. unite one to another, join, as the leaves 

of a Burman sail; 

Mutual connection; 

 se: Say, speak, tell; 

a quarter, 

jump, skip; run 

Tie, bind, fasten with a string, cord, &c. 



concatenates 2 sign variants]. 

 

šu-tag...dug4/du11/e I (tankna, 

tanka lagana) 
to adorn; to decorate (with -ni-); 

to sprinkle; to paint ('hand' + 'to 

weave, decorate, strike' + 'to 

effect').  

gúr 
n., sphere; circle, ring; loop; 

hoop (circle + ur, 'to surround'). 

v., to bow down, submit; to curb, 

subdue; to die (cf., gam).  

šár, sár (sar, sat, pura, baat ka 

sar) 
n., totality, all; world; horizon; 

ball, counter, token; the number 

3600 = 602 (many, much + àr, 

'ring, coil'). 

v., to be many; to multiply or mix 

(with -da-); to make abundant; to 

slaughter; to request, implore 

(reduplication class). 

adj., numerous; innumerable.  

gú-za 
a jewelry (?) ('neck' + 'precious 

stone').  

sina :chest 

 

si, su, sa, sa5v. : to fill up; to fill 

with (with -da-); to survey a 

field; to inundate; to be full; to be 

sufficient, enough; to increase; to 

compensate, repay, replace; to 

grow weak (probably 

reduplication class) (cf., sum, 

sug6, rúg, sig, sig5). 

adj., suitable, fit. 

1230B U “10″ 

1230B U (vowel, basic cuneus); 

“10“; BUR3 = hole | U 7 = curse, 

bewitch | 121E5  NÍGINxU) = PÚ 
= well (encircled area+hole) | šu4 [24x] 
= totality, world | burudx(U)(bur3, 
buru3)[49x] = breach, hole; depression, 

 
 

su 

 

 
su 

 
 

 
so: high 

 
?  

Reduplicated, 

adv. each one, 

each 

separately, one 

by one; 

sf:4 

 s? 
 

sf:73 

sf 188 

?se hse or si 

his? 

 

su: attach,  

 

 

 
 

hand, su la: 

wedges 

h: to give 

. Succession of the same race, kind, 

descendants, successors; 

su 
Arm, hand, and of animals, the fore legs 

Attach to, fasten upon the under side as 

bees do their comb to the underside of a 

limb; 

3. adv. in a hanging, pendant manner; 

1. Macerate, digest in a liquid, saturate; 

submerge, soak, dip, 

su law: 

Sharp, peaked, pointed; 

figuratively, acute, penetrating intellect, 

aptitude to learn 

taper, converge, tend to a point; 

1. Be close, compact, huddled together, 

assemblage of persons or things; 

2. blend, mix, or add to; put together; 

5. agree, be modeset, virtuous, agreeable in 

manners, opposed to loose licentious 

habits; 

**The idea of exchange; from one person, 

state, position, &c. to another; silver and 

gold; 

se:  
Suspend, hang down, be pendant 

so: Prominent, convex, pinch up, nip, or 

pick off, with the nails or extreme ends of 

the fingers; 

a general term for bear, carry; 

A peak, summit; 

si 
1. Say, speak, tell; 

1. Indicates distance between given points; 

s2 

Tie, bind, fasten with a string, cord, &c 

retain a fault, not forgive, hold responsible; 

saw: Clean, unsullied, pure; 

5. weigh, as with scales, &c. or suspend in 

weighing; 

6. scales, balances; 

2. puckered, contracted, or narrow at the 

orifice; 

3. angles, or corners, acute, sharp; 



low-lying area, depth; to perforate / 

penetrate; (to be) deep | šu4 = anus | šuš2 

(šu4)[74x #2 behind 122D9 šu2] = to 

cover, to spread over; to envelop, 

overwhelm; covering; to sink down; to 

cloud over; surface; to raise | bur3 [54x 

#2 

 

sug4, sù, su 
v., to strip naked, lay bare; to 
empty (su, 'body' + ig, 'entrance'; 
cp, mug(2),'nakedness'). 
adj., empty, destitute.  
kal-la-kal-la 
barren, empty ('to be rare').  
 
da 
n., arm; side; nearness (to 
someone) [DA archaic frequency: 
227; concatenation of 4 sign 
variants]. 
v., to hold; to be near; to protect. 
prep., comitative suffix, 'with'; 
copula, 'and' (mainly in Sargonic 
date texts).  
šu :  
n., hand; share, portion, bundle; 
strength; control [ŠU archaic 
frequency: 360]. 
v., to pour.  
 
 
šùde, šùdu, šùd, šu12 : n., prayer, 
blessing [ŠU12 archaic 
frequency: 1]. 
v., to pray, bless (šu, 'hand', + dé, 
'to hail').  
  
 

á-šita4, á-šu-du7 
parts, components (of the plow); 
equipment ('arm' + 'to join'/'to 
complete').  
šita5, šit, šid, šed 
n., measure; number (šè, 'portion', 
+ ta, dá, 'nature, character'). 
v., to count; to consider; to 

(Hindi: hath: 
hand) 
 

su: attach 

su la : remuneration of wages. 

su law: mark ,print signature 

su naye: directly, in front of, confront 

hereafter, forward , towards, 

su nu: angle between finger and thumb 

 



calculate, figure out; to 
memorize; to recite; to read 
aloud.  
 

šákan 
official in charge of expenditures 
- comptroller (šu, 'portion', + gan, 
'to bring forth'; cf. also, šaggina).  
šu...ĝál 
to hold by the hand ('hand' + 'to 
place in').  
 
 
ŠU+NIĜIN 
grand total ('hand' + 'circle, 
whole') [? ŠUNIGIN archaic 
frequency: 1]. 
Hindi: hath: hand 
 
SU  hand  
šu 
n., hand; share, portion, bundle; 
strength; control [ŠU archaic 
frequency: 360]. 
v., to pour.  
si, su, sa, sa5 
v., to fill up; to fill with (with -
da-); to survey a field; to 
inundate; to be full; to be 
sufficient, enough; to increase; to 
compensate, repay, replace; to 
grow weak (probably 
reduplication class) (cf., sum, 
sug6, rúg, sig, sig5). 
adj., suitable, fit.  
da 
n., arm; side; nearness (to 
someone) [DA archaic frequency: 
227; concatenation of 4 sign 
variants]. 
v., to hold; to be near; to protect. 
prep., comitative suffix, 'with'; 
copula, 'and' (mainly in Sargonic 
date texts).  
šu...ĝál 
to hold by the hand ('hand' + 'to 



place in').  

 

pa(4)-har 

wages ('small canal' + 'coil of 

silver', cf, a-pa4).  

 

** su( hand, arm)  sule:(wages)  

 supada(winnowing-fan), 

saupa(handover) 

panja (hand) 

 

 

 

 

zu, sú 

n., wisdom, knowledge. 

v., to know; to understand; to 

inform, teach (in marû 

reduplicated form); to learn from 

someone (with -da-); to recognize 

someone (with -da-); to be 

experienced, qualified. 

adj., your (as suffix). 

pron., yours.  

 

sila, sil, síl, zil, si-il 

to cut into; to divide (si, 'long and 

narrow', + lá, 'to penetrate, 

pierce').  

 

si, su, sa, sa5 

v., to fill up; to fill with (with -

sf:236 

se hsh su,hsu 

 

Hse: 
the idea of parting with, or losing a portion 

of substance; (shesh hindi) 

soundness, completeness, free from 

defects; 

2. applied to persons of sagacity, with 

ability ; a person of sound mind; 

hsi: 1. Take up, one by one from a dish, 

basket, &c.; 

Little, small, few, sparse 

changed from a natural state or order, 

1. Acid, sour, acrid;  

la hsi: acid stone, alum, an acid weed  

mortars of all kinds; 

1. grinding, mills for grinding corn or 

paddy; 

su2 

*Applied to the sun, 

hse: Thrust, stab; 

beat, pound with the end of a thing; 

3. punch, ram, force in with a rod; 

4. pierce, stab with a spear; 

words: hsawe 
A succession of companies, assemblages, 

series, classes, kinds; 

many collections, varieties, &c.; 

 

si: 1. Take up, one by one from a dish, 

basket, &c.; 

2. tha si, ki si ten twenty, and so on; 

3. small 

 

4. put together as stock in trade, collect 



da-); to survey a field; to 

inundate; to be full; to be 

sufficient, enough; to increase; to 

compensate, repay, replace; to 

grow weak (probably 

reduplication class) (cf., sum, 

sug6, rúg, sig, sig5). 

adj., suitable, fit.  

 

 

 

su: suraj: the sun 

 

sauda: gracery 

contributions; 

5. compact, put together in a compact 

manner 

ten or ninty or thirty? 

tha sa: three fold 

hsa tha: use, employ, make available, turn 

to some account; 

 

taka, taga, tak, tag, tà 

to touch, handle, hold; to weave; 

to decorate, adorn; to strike, hit, 

push; to start a fire; to fish, hunt, 

catch (can be reduplicated) (te, 'to 

approach' + aka, 'to do, place, 

make') [TAG archaic frequency: 

48 ?; concatenates 7 ? sign 

variants] 

šu...tag 

to cover; to adorn, decorate 

(often with -ni-) ('hand' + 'to 

weave, decorate').  

 

 

htokana, pitana: pound, beat, hta 

hte ra: carpanter, hthoda: hammer 

 

hto: an ordinal affix 

htunhta: stump 

 

sf:149 

ht 

 

sf:91 

 

88 

 

 73 

hto? or gah: 

sf:43 

 

sf:33 

hta? 

 

hta 
Help, aid, come to one's assistance; strike, 

hit against, thump; strike as the rays of the 

sun, 

ht: 1. A numeral, one; 2. a negative 

particle; when the verb is reduplicated 

before ht, and reduplicated as 

htaw: 1. True; exact, unvarying; not 

deviating from rule, not deceptive, 

unimpeachable; 

2. carry on the head, place upon, as on 

thetop of rollers; 

3. obstruct, bound, limit, as with a fence, 

stake around; 

hte: 
Qualifying words of hardness, 

completeness, &c. thoroughly, intensely; 

2. obstinately, perversely, wilfully; 

3. all within one's jurisdiction, power, 

authority or influence; usages, customs of; 

1. A thing, subject-matter, goods, property, 

or what belongs to a thing; 

2. used instead of a noun indefinite, 

something; 

3. prefixed to form substantives, or verbal 

nouns. 

hti: 1. Closeness, compactness, 

thoroughness, exactness, perfectness; 

 

2. cut or break quite off, 



sf:20 

 

sf:3 

 

 

 

sf:50 

(ta ng, la 

tkana) 

sf:7 

htu 

 

 

sf:51 

tha or hta? 

o tha, o hta 

 

sf:8 

htu: 

 

  
hto: convey? 

 

 
carry on the 

head: htaw 

co. of the term 

for record, 

3. 1. Pinch, compress, squeeze; 

4. 2. pull out, with tweezers, forceps,  

affix. to the names of animals, with 

forceps, or other means of pinching. 

hta2: 
equality, sameness, evenness; 

affix. in an upright position 

 

htu: 
1. Pierce, pierce through, perforate; as the 

ear or the nose; 

1. Arrive, reach, as any place, period or 

event; 

2. when, until, unto,(grammer) 

3. with la the term for down affixed, come 

into place, be to the point, exact, precise: 

be reduced, abated; 

4. come to the same point, i.e. be equal, 

like, &c. reduplicated, thus much, thus far, 

&c. 

1. Cut or broken off, or across, crossed; 

liquidate, pay off, as a debt; 

 

1. Bind or tie together, as the hands or feet; 

1. A partition, wall, as of a house; 

hta2 

1. Create; form, make an image, perform, 

as any kind of work;  

1. Cast away or down a large or heavy 

object, be decided, settled, steadfast, 

unwavering manner, condition, 

1. Insert, put into, as into a basket or 

vessel; 

2. light, strong, very bright; 

1. The pinching claws of a crab, prawn, 

and scorpion; a kind of snare or noose used 

in catching wild fowls; num. affix. applied 

to bunches, or clusters of fruit; 

a scorpion; a kind of pan or platter, 

generally of brass 

hte 
1. Make smooth or even by hewing, hew; 

spread, flatten, as dough, or any plastic 



catalogue, a substance; 2. carving or cutting with the 
point of an instrument; interpret something 
said; 
1. A bag, such as is used for grain, hence 
num. affix, applied to such bags; 
2. with unequal, irregular motion, 
limpingly; from side to side, as in crossing 
and recrossing a stream, &c. splitting, 
severing;  

hto: 
Help, aid, come to one's assistance; strike, 
hit against, thump; strike as the rays of the 
sun, Hold on to, retain in memory, 
observe; brass, or copper; co. for silver; 
pound, beat, thrust, Convey, as by the 
wind; convey as articles by a boat; mark, 
rule, line, as paper; a bridge, wharf; stripe, 
striped; the lines in the palms of the hands; 
on the soles of the feet; channel, stream; a 
seam, in sewing; make a bridge; pestle; 
gully; convey as down a stream with a boat 
or raft; deep channel worn by water; 
3. num. affix, sections of things, &c.; 
4. deriv. convey ideas through the organs 
of speech, speak, converse; co. thrashing or 
throwing the body about; tall or long, 
symmetrical; 

htaw: 
1. True; exact, unvarying; not deviating 
from rule, not deceptive, unimpeachable; 
2. carry on the head, place upon, as on the 
top of rollers; 
3. obstruct, bound, limit, as with a fence, 
stake around; 
raise, pry up by being underneath;deriv. 
stop, break, juncture, &c. see co. of the 
term for record, catalogue, a projecting 
band, ring, &c.; 
 
 

 

 
tu 

T 

tu: 
Gold; to roll up; kick, or strike, with the 
bottom of the foot; plough, turn up the 



 

sf:35 

ti? 

(do bund 

pani!) 

 

sf:78 

tu, guli or tuti? 

 

sf:15 

to: bird 

 

ground with a plough;  

to: bird 1. Excite, arouse, cause to move, 

shake; a general name for birds; 

 

1. Rub, brush any thing to smooth or clean 

it, rub hard with repeated acts; graze, just 

miss, as in shooting; rescue, ransom, 

redeem as a person from slavery; have 

wealth, wealthy; bring forth, as a culprit to 

be put to death; take out, discharge, as the 

cargo of a ship, or grain from a crib;  

1. A sinew, a post, things above heavenly 

bodies, vertical, on the meridian; the 

upright stem or trunk of a tree or plant; 

num. affix, upright, perpendicularly, a 

crucifix; **(variation of the mat kh sign) t: 

1. Weave, as mats, basket-work, braid; 

cock, erect, turn up so as to make 

prominent; sew on or attach a bit of braid 

to a thing; 

project, a projecture; 

3. with prefixes, King of Hades, a chubbed 

kind of worm or grub. 

te: 

is a particle to denote a certain degree, 

quantity, size, ability, number, quality, &c. 

generally indicated by the connection; 

2. pull a thing up, as a rope from the 

ground, raise one's self by laying hold of 

something, pull a punka, pull forcibly;  

too: 1. Thrust, as with the fist; a raft; a 

fern, a species of polypodium; a kind of 

plant; hold a wounded part down so as to 

let all the blood run out; **num. affix, 

applied to **rafts, raft-loads, a face, long 

and thin, long-favored; 

 

12038 ASH “1″ 
 
 
muthi:fist 
tu: you 

 

sf:151 

tha 

 

Tha 

th:  
1. The heart, seed, kernel, substantial part 

of a thing; 

th or thau? 1. The numeral three; 

a particle 

second personal pronoun, plural number 

1. Be skilled, able; to wash, cleanse with 



sf:51 

tha or tu? 

 

sf:8 

 

sf:4 

 

sf:2 

sf:212 

ht, th or r 

sf:4 

ht, th or r 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

water; 

thi: 
A comb; an old field; to interlock as the 

fingers; braid a silver chain; prepare grass 

for thatch; 

tho:  
a sheep, 1. Oil, fat; purify, by melting and 

straining 

1. New; verbal affix 

nisig, nisi, nissa 
n., greens, vegetables (níĝ, 

'valuables', + sig7, 'green, 

yellow'). 

adj., beautiful; blue; green.  

 
with gune sign: 

color, green, 

L kl, pl,  
 

kl: 1. A general name for trees and shrubs 

of the peepul or banyan family; 



kalpa tree 

121F2 LAL, LA2 [9977x] 

v., to be high; to hold; to lift; to 

carry; to hang (from) (with -ta-); 

to weigh; to pay; to deduce; to 

strap, harness (with -ši-); to dress 

oneself; to place, set; to bind (a 

reed pillar); to stretch, extend, 

reach; to load; to lessen, be few, 

diminish; to accuse, denounce; to 

fall back, retreat (cf. also, lá) 

(reduplicated íla, 'to carry, 

support') [LA2 archaic 

frequency: 57]. 

adj., light, deficient; minus (cf. 

also, lá). 

latkana 

 

dág brilliant; pure; clean ('to go 

out' + aga(3), 'diadem, circlet, 

crown').  

li9 

to glisten, shine.  

 

sweta (white), ve(he) 

daw sa(the patriarch, and address 

to respected elder, rank holder) 

father 

 

 

 

lo : take 

lena: loan 

 

mel : join, 

milana: mix 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
la: moon, le 

ve: white 

(moon is 

white, bright) 

li: to write? 

daw: crown, 

headgear(Indus 

headband) 

baw: yellow,  

mu: the sun 

mu ni: day 

mu hse 

di n  

sf:25 

lah 

l: rocky A 

rocky 

precipice 

rocks 

2. The banyan family; the germ of a seed 

when it first begins to protrude itself in the 

process of vegetating; 

3. used in an adverbial phrase, unevenness, 

without due order; 

4. cover over. 

kale: denotes great dexterity, adroitness, or 

suddenness in the thing or act to which it is 

applied 

 

?la, bla, gl, ka(kala) 

law: Descend, fall, run toward the mouth, 

as streams, go down,  

lo: Pay a fine; borrow(loan) 

  

le: To proceed, go forward; 

a cart . a cowry A rocky precipice; to light, 

give light; to frighten 

lu: Enter, penetrate, as a liquid; be of use, 

useful,  

A color, purple; wrap, cover with clothes 

l: Be ended, finished, all gone; the world; 

1. Stones, rocks; 

1. li: Books, writings of all kinds; generic 

term for birds of the Eagle and Hawk tribe; 

put on, as beads; pierce, sting, as a bee; 

1. A table, a leaf; 

lah: Break away, as a portion of a bank, or 

of a mountain, from the action of water; 

chop; 

 

le 
daw: headband 
la: moon, le 

we: white (moon is white, bright) 

li: to write? 

le: 1. The moon, a lunar month; a color, 

green; 

 



 

12056 DAG [46x] = 

dwelling 

DAG KISIM5 (121A8 sour milk 

[cow] + dwelling = diary farm??) 

Variants: 

 

 

é 
house, household; temple; plot of 

land 

numun, nuĝunx, niĝunx 
n., seed; sowing; cornfield; 

offspring, progeny (níĝ, 'thing', + 

gùn, 'dots, speckles') [NUMUN 

archaic frequency: 22]. 

v., to produce.  

closing partical: hai 

hankana: drive 

 

hath: hand 

 

ĝar 

n., storeroom; form, appearance 

(to be + to send) [GAR archaic 

frequency: 409]. 

v., to store, accumulate; to 

deliver, deposit; to put, place, set 

down upon; to make, establish, 

restore (with -ši-); to remove and 

set elsewhere (with -ta-); to expel 

(with -da-) (ĝá-ĝá in marû).  

 

 

dakkan, daggan 

harem, living quarters, chamber 

(dag, 'dwelling', + gan, 'to bear').  

é-ganba 

warehouse ('house' + 

'marketplace').  

é-šu-sì-ma 

warehouse ('house' + 'portion' + 

'to put, surround' + 'to bind').  

 

dukan (du root) 

 

  

 
to walk 

d, h: related to 

house. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
dukan 

haat?  

market 

H: 
h: to walk 

1. Hold in the hand, take hold of; 

hi: A house; 

hai: To hate; a deep green or blue color; 

a closing particle 
 

1. To give; 

2. with other roots, a written message, a 

letter; sweet-flag. 

come; 

hai gah: come back, return. 

haw: To be salt, co. he; drive away, drive 

before; 

1. Cry, weep; earth; 

2. with other roots, a measure, as much as 

can be taken up with both hands; sand. 

 

ha, du, dah, gh (enclosur) 

mu ha la, 



godam or godown (warehouse) 

ghar, durg, haveli, mahal, 

muhalla, agaar, bhandar, kothar, 

vkhar 

eĝar, iĝar 

brick wall (é, 'house', + ĝar, 'to 

deposit'/ĝar8, 'to mortar bricks').  

*int gara 

 

 n., levee, embankment, 

dike, bund (a, e4, 'water', + ig, 

'door') [EG2 archaic frequency: 

12; concatenates 5 sign variants]. 

v., to water; to speak, say (e = 

sing. marû, plural hamtu, and 

plural marû; cf., dug4, also di); to 

do (as auxiliary verb preceded by 

a noun). 

demonstrative pron., this one; in 

the immediate vicinity; suffixed 

to ergative agent. 

prep., locative/terminative suffix 

- in; toward.  

 

  

   

saata : white clothe? 

ganna: jute 

 

the:loom 

hse te: a female gown as it comes from the 

loom without seeds or other ornament.  

 

 

spider? 

   

 

Table:2 
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